
Please help us continue improving our service by filling in this short feedback form:  

Name/Organisation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   

 Date             

1. For Thunderstorms

 (a) Are SIGMET advisories helpful in improving the provision of the SIGMET messages by the relevant MWOs?

   Very helpful             Somewhat helpful           Not very helpful             Not at all helpful

 (b) Are SIGMET advisories helpful in improving the timely dissemination of the SIGMET messages by the relevant MWOs?

  Very helpful             Somewhat helpful           Not very helpful             Not at all helpful

 (c) Are SIGMET advisories helpful in improving the format of the SIGMET messages by the relevant MWOs?

  Very helpful             Somewhat helpful           Not very helpful             Not at all helpful

2. For Severe Turbulence

(a) Are SIGMET advisories helpful in improving the provision of the SIGMET messages by the relevant MWOs?

   Very helpful             Somewhat helpful           Not very helpful             Not at all helpful

(b) Are SIGMET advisories helpful in improving the timely dissemination of the SIGMET messages by the relevant MWOs?

  Very helpful             Somewhat helpful           Not very helpful             Not at all helpful

(c) Are SIGMET advisories helpful in improving the format of the SIGMET messages by the relevant MWOs?

  Very helpful             Somewhat helpful           Not very helpful             Not at all helpful

3. For Severe Icing

 (a) Are SIGMET advisories helpful in improving the provision of the SIGMET messages by the relevant MWOs?

   Very helpful             Somewhat helpful           Not very helpful             Not at all helpful

 (b) Are SIGMET advisories helpful in improving the timely dissemination of the SIGMET messages by the relevant MWOs?

  Very helpful             Somewhat helpful           Not very helpful             Not at all helpful

 (c) Are SIGMET advisories helpful in improving the format of the SIGMET messages by the relevant MWOs?

  Very helpful             Somewhat helpful           Not very helpful             Not at all helpful

4.  For Severe Mountain Wave

 (a) Are SIGMET advisories helpful in improving the provision of the SIGMET messages by the relevant MWOs?

   Very helpful             Somewhat helpful           Not very helpful             Not at all helpful

 (b) Are SIGMET advisories helpful in improving the timely dissemination of the SIGMET messages by the relevant MWOs?

  Very helpful             Somewhat helpful           Not very helpful             Not at all helpful

 (c) Are SIGMET advisories helpful in improving the format of the SIGMET messages by the relevant MWOs?

  Very helpful             Somewhat helpful           Not very helpful             Not at all helpful

B. Feedback from Users

Continued next page

SIGMET Advisories Trial



Thank you for providing feedback.

Feedback from Users continued  

 5. With the availability of SIGMET advisories, are you generally more satisfied with the provision of SIGMET messages by 
the relevant MWOs? 
 
 Definitely          Probably         Probably not          Definitely not

 6. Given the results of the SIGMET advisory trial, do you support the establishment of SIGMET advisory centres on a
permanent basis?

  Definitely          Probably         Probably not          Definitely not     

 7. What further improvements could be made to SIGMET advisories for further enhancing the provision of SIGMETs by the 
relevant MWOs?

     

PLEASE PROVIDE COMMENTS                

Please send your completed form to:
Patrick Josse 
Météo-France, Aviation Forecast Head
Fax +33 5 61 07 86 19
patrick.josse@meteo.fr

Shona Rosengren
Australian Bureau of Meteorology
srav@bom.gov.au

or

mailto:srav%40bom.gov.au?subject=SIGMET%20Advisories%20Trial

